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a b s t r a c t
Wederive an explicit count for the number of singular n×nHankel
(Toeplitz) matrices whose entries range over a finite field with
q elements by observing the execution of the Berlekamp/Massey
algorithm on its elements. Our method yields explicit counts also
when some entries above or on the anti-diagonal (diagonal) are
fixed. For example, the number of singular n× n Toeplitz matrices
with 0’s on the diagonal is q2n−3 + qn−1 − qn−2.
We also derive the count for all n × n Hankel matrices of rank
r with generic rank profile, i.e., whose first r leading principal
submatrices are non-singular and the rest are singular, namely
qr (q−1)r in the case r < n and qr−1(q−1)r in the case r = n. This
result generalizes to block-Hankel matrices as well.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout the discussion, entrieswill be taken from the fieldFq of q elements, andwewill identify
a square Hankel matrix
a0 a1 . . . an−2 an−1
a1 a2 . . . an−1 an
...
... . .
. ...
...
an−2 an−1 . . . a2n−4 a2n−3
an−1 an . . . a2n−3 a2n−2
 = [ai+j−2]ni,j=1
with the list [a0, a1, . . . , a2n−2]. A Toeplitz matrix is the mirror image [an+i−j−1]ni,j=1.
✩ This material is based on work supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCF-0830347.
E-mail addresses:mcomer@ncsu.edu (M.T. Comer), kaltofen@math.ncsu.edu (E.L. Kaltofen).
URL: http://www.kaltofen.us (E.L. Kaltofen).
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Our investigationwasmotivated by the question of Ramamohan Paturi who asked in October 2009
howmanyToeplitzmatrices overFqwith zeros on themain diagonalwere non-singular. Paturi needed
the estimate for the complexity of circuit satisfiability for lower bounds (Paturi and Pudlák, 2010).
Daykin (1960) proved theorems regarding the number of Hankel matrices over a finite field with a
specified rank or determinant. Kaltofen and Lobo (1996) established some of Daykin’s counts using the
extended Euclidean algorithm form of the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm for polynomials (Sugiyama
et al., 1975). Additionally, they gave the number of square Toeplitz matrices with generic rank profile.
Generic rank profile means that for a matrix A of rank r , the first r leading principal submatrices A1,
. . . , Ar are non-singular. We prove analogous results here, albeit with a different approach, for the
Hankel case. The counts for Toeplitz and Hankel matrices of generic rank profile are not the same.
The determination of singularity of a Hankel matrix has a natural connection with running the
Berlekamp/Massey algorithm on the list [a0, a1, . . . , a2n−2], and for this reason we count how many
Hankelmatrices have zeros along the anti-diagonal in order to answer the question regarding Toeplitz
matrices. Kaltofen and Lee (2003) have observed that the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm (Massey,
1969, cf. Theorem 1) detects the non-singular leading principal submatrices of a Hankel matrix from
those non-zero discrepancies that increase the linear generator degrees, and that the corresponding
sequence elements determine the singularity of the corresponding leading principal submatrices.
We will use this property to partition the space of Hankel matrices into unique correspondences
of one singular Hankel matrix to q − 1 non-singular Hankel matrices. This process generalizes when
particular entries of the list [a0, . . . , a2n−2] are fixed to arbitrary values (such as the case of zeros along
the anti-diagonal).
We then investigate the properties of block-Hankel matrices. We have no explicit formula for how
many block-Hankel matrices are singular (with or without certain blocks fixed), but we present some
brute-force counts that we have computed with Maple. Last, we follow in the theme of (Kaltofen and
Lobo, 1996) by counting block-Hankel matrices with block generic rank profile. A block matrix A (of
square submatrices of dimension m) of rank mr has block generic rank profile if for k = 1, 2, . . . , r ,
we have rank(Ak) = mk, where Ak is the k× k block leading principal submatrix of A.
The counts for unblocked rank r Hankel matrices are given in (Garcìa-Armas et al., 2011).
2. Connection with the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm
Given a list of n field elements, [a0, . . . , an−1], the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm will produce for
each r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} a monic polynomial
Λr = c0 + c1z + · · · + cLr−1zLr−1 + zLr
of minimal degree Lr ≤ r − 1 such that
−c0ai − c1ai+1 − · · · − cLr−1ai+Lr−1 = ai+Lr , i = 0, 1, . . . , r − Lr − 1. (1)
Such a polynomial is called a (minimal) generating polynomial, and Lr is called the minimal length
required to generate the first r elements of the sequence. Theorem 2 in (Massey, 1969) states that if a
polynomial (of minimal degree Ln) generates the list [a0, . . . , an−1] but fails to generate an (i.e., Eq. (1)
does not hold for i = n−Lr ), then theminimal generating polynomial of [a0, . . . , an]will be of degree
Ln+1 = n− Ln + 1.
We visualize the generating polynomials in the following way: for each r = 1, 2, . . . , n, define
Hr =

a0 a1 . . . aLr−2 aLr−1
a1 a2 . . . aLr−1 aLr
...
... . .
. ...
...
ar−Lr−1 ar−Lr . . . ar−1 ar−2
ar−Lr ar−Lr+1 . . . ar−2 ar−1
 , λr =

−c0
−c1
...
−cLr−2−cLr−1
 , hr =

aLr
aLr+1
...
ar−1
ar
 ,
so that by definition ofΛr above, we have Hrλr = hr (for r = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1) except possibly in the
last entry (which corresponds to Eq. (1) for i = r − Lr ). The last entry of Hrλr will not be ar if and only
ifΛr generates [a0, . . . , ar−1] but not ar .
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Suppose thatΛn′ of degree Ln′ ≤ n′ generates [a0, . . . , an−1] but not an. Then the vector
Λ⃗n′ = [−λn′ 1 ]T = [ cLn′ cLn′−1 . . . c1 1 ]T
is a null-space vector of the leading (n − Ln′) × (Ln′ + 1) submatrix of the matrix depicted in Fig. 1;
the first Ln′ columns of this submatrix form the first n− Ln′ rows of Hn−1.
As noted above, Theorem 2 in (Massey, 1969) implies that theminimal length required to generate
[a0, . . . , an] is Ln+1 = n − Ln′ + 1. Thus, Hn+1 will have n − Ln′ + 1 columns, and in fact, the entire
(n−Ln′+1)×(n−Ln′+1) leading principal submatrix in Fig. 1will be non-singular. For completeness,
we now give those details in the proof of Lemma 2 (respectively, Lemma 17) in (Kaltofen and Yuhasz,
2006; Yuhasz, 2009) , which justify that claim.
If we post-multiply the (n− Ln′ + 1)× (n− Ln′ + 1) leading principal submatrix
a0 . . . aLn′−1 . . . an−Ln′
... . .
. ... . .
. ...
aLn′−1 . . . a2(Ln′−1) . . . an−1
... . .
. ... . .
. ...
an−Ln′ . . . an−1 . . . a2(n−Ln′ )

by 
ILn′
cLn′ 0 · · · 0 0
cLn′−1 cLn′
. . .
...
...
... cLn′−1
. . . 0
...
c1
...
. . . cLn′ 0
0m1×m2
1 c1
. . . cLn′−1 cLn′
0 1
. . .
... cLn′−1
... 0
. . . c1
...
...
...
. . . 1 c1
0 0 · · · 0 1

,
m1 = n− 2Ln′ + 1
m2 = Ln′ , (2)
the result is
H¯ 0m1×m2
*
0 · · · · · · 0 α
... . .
.
. .
.
α ∗
... 0 . .
. ∗ ...
0 α . .
. ... ∗
α ∗ · · · ∗ ∗

,
m1 = Ln′
m2 = n− 2Ln′ + 1, α ≠ 0, (3)
where H¯ is the Ln′ × Ln′ leading principal submatrix of H and α ≠ 0 is the last entry of Hnλn. The
(n − Ln′ + 1) × (n − Ln′ + 1) leading principal submatrix of H will be non-singular if the above
matrix is non-singular, which will happen if H¯ is non-singular. This can be shown as a consequence of
Lemmas 1 and 2 below.
Lemma 1. Given a list [0, 0, . . . , 0, α] with α ≠ 0 as the (k + 1)-st entry, the first Hr with Lr > 0 will
be Hk+1 = [0 0 · · · 0 α].
Proof. The Berlekamp/Massey algorithm initializes Λ0 = 1, which generates the zero sequence of
any length. Thus we have Λ1 = · · · = Λk = 1 and L0 = · · · = Lk = 0, where Λk generates
a0, a1, . . . , ak−1 (the zero sequence) but not ak = α. We then have
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Fig. 1. Berlekamp/Massey algorithm, as seen in (Kaltofen and Lee, 2003).
Lk+1 = max{Lk, k− Lk + 1} = max{0, k− 0+ 1} = k+ 1,
andΛk+1 = zk+1.
So for r ≤ k, Hr is of size (r − Lr + 1)× Lr = (r + 1)× 0 (i.e., a matrix of r + 1 empty rows), and
Hk+1 is of size
(k+ 1− Lk+1 + 1)× Lk+1 = (k+ 1− (k+ 1)+ 1)× (k+ 1) = 1× (k+ 1),
and thus Hk+1 has the proposed form. 
With Hk+1 as in Lemma 1, the Hr matrices will keep adding rows until a length change (in the
minimal generator) occurs. We can show that a length change will not occur until the Hr matrices
‘‘fill-up’’ the rest of the rows of the Lk+1 × Lk+1 leading principal submatrix of H .
Lemma 2. Suppose Hp is a leading submatrix of rows of the Lp × Lp leading principal submatrix of H, and
suppose Lp = Lp+1 = · · · = Lp+q < Lp+q+1. Then Hp+q will have at least Lp + 1 rows, and Hp+q+1 will
have exactly Lp + 1 rows.
Proof. We see that Hp,Hp+1, . . . ,Hp+q all have the same number of columns, so by the definition of
Hr for arbitrary r , these matrices will be formed by augmenting by one row at a time. Also by the
definition of Hr , we have
Hp+q =
 a0 . . . aLp+q−1... . . . ...
ap+q−Lp+q . . . ap+q−1
 =
 a0 . . . aLp−1... . . . ...
ap+q−Lp . . . ap+q−1
 .
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Because of the length change between Lp+q and Lp+q+1, we will have
Lp+q+1 = max{Lp+q, (p+ q)− Lp+q + 1}
= (p+ q)− Lp+q + 1
= p+ q− Lp + 1
> Lp+q = Lp,
so that Hp+q will have more than Lp rows. Also, we will have
Hp+q+1 =
 a0 . . . aLp+q+1−1... . . . ...
ap+q+1−Lp+q+1 . . . ap+q
 =
 a0 . . . ap+q−Lp... . . . ...
aLp . . . ap+q
 ,
so that Hp+q+1 will have Lp + 1 rows. 
Corollary 3. If Lr+1 > Lr , then Hr+1 is a leading submatrix of rows of the Lr+1 × Lr+1 leading principal
submatrix of H.
From Lemma 1, it is clear that the first Lp× Lp leading principal submatrix of H is non-singular (for
Lp > 0). From Lemma 2, we see that when the next length change occurs, say Lp+q+1 > Lp, Hp+q will
have at least Lp + 1 rows, which corresponds toΛp generating [a0, . . . , ap+q−1] but not ap+q. We can
post-multiply the Lp+q × Lp+q leading principal submatrix by an appropriate matrix like (2) to obtain
a matrix product whose result is analogous to (3). Because H¯ here is the Lp × Lp non-singular leading
principal submatrix ofH , we have that the Lp+q×Lp+q leading principal submatrix ofH is non-singular.
Using induction on Lemma 2, we conclude that for all n, the Ln × Ln leading principal submatrix is
non-singular (when Ln > 0).
Lemma 4. Given an n× n Hankel matrix H, let r be maximal such that r − Lr + 1 ≤ n and Lr ≤ n (i.e.,
Hr is a submatrix of H but Hr+1 is not). Then Hr+1 will have n+ 1 rows and at most n columns.
Proof. Wemake the convention that if Ls = 0 for some s, then Hs has s− Ls + 1 = s+ 1 empty rows,
and is (trivially) a submatrix of H .
If Lr+1 = Lr ≤ n, then we will have
Hr+1 =

a0 a1 . . . aLr+1−1
a1 a2 . . . aLr+1
... . .
.
. .
. ...
ar−Lr+1 . . . . . . ar−1
ar+1−Lr+1 . . . . . . ar
 =

a0 a1 . . . aLr−1
a1 a2 . . . aLr
... . .
.
. .
. ...
ar−Lr . . . . . . ar−1
ar+1−Lr . . . . . . ar

=

Hr
ar+1−Lr ar+1−(Lr−1) . . . ar

,
so that Hr+1 has Lr+1 = Lr ≤ n columns. By the maximality of r , we must have
n < (r + 1)− Lr+1 + 1 = (r − Lr + 1)+ 1 ≤ n+ 1,
so Hr+1 has n+ 1 rows.
If Lr+1 > Lr , then by Theorem 2 in (Massey, 1969) we have Lr+1 = r − Lr + 1 ≤ n, so Hr+1 has at
most n columns. Again by the maximality of r , we must have
n < (r + 1)− Lr+1 + 1 = (r + 1)− (r − Lr + 1)+ 1 = Lr + 1 ≤ n+ 1,
so again Hr+1 has n+ 1 rows. 
Lemma 4 implies the following for any n × n Hankel matrix H: if we run the Berlekamp/Massey
algorithm on the entries of H , then there will be an r ∈ {1, . . . , 2n − 2} such that Hr is a leading
submatrix of entire columns of H , and Hr+1 is obtained by augmenting an appropriate row of entries
to Hr , but Hr+1 is not a submatrix of H .
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Definition 5. We will say that the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm exits an n × n Hankel matrix H at r
if Hr is a submatrix of H but Hr+1 is not. We make the convention that if L1 = · · · = Ln = 0 (so that
Hn−1 is n × 0 and Hn is (n + 1) × 0), then we say that the algorithm exits at n − 1. Also, we use the
terminology exits at 2n− 1 even though a2n−1 is not defined in H .
Lemma 6. Let H be a square Hankel matrix. If A is a non-singular leading principal submatrix of H, then
Hr = A for some r ≥ 1, when running the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm on the entries of H.
Proof. Let
A =
 a0 . . . ak−1... . . . ...
ak−1 . . . a2k−2
 .
Then because A is a square Hankel matrix, Lemma 4 implies that the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm
will exit A at one of k− 1, k, . . . , 2k− 1. Letm− 1 be the index and supposem− 1 ≤ 2k− 2. Then
we may write
Hm =

A˜
yT

(m−Lm+1)×Lm
, hm =

a˜
α

(m−Lm+1)×1
,
where A˜ is an appropriate leading submatrix of columns of A, and a˜ is an appropriate column of A.
Then we have
A = A˜ a˜ B ,
so that

A˜ a˜ B
 · λm−1
0

= 0,
hence A is singular, a contradiction.
Thus, we must have that the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm exits A at 2k− 1, so that
H2k =

H2k−1
yT

=

A
yT

,
hence H2k−1 = A. 
Corollary 7. The Berlekamp/Massey algorithm will exit an n × n Hankel matrix H at one of n −
1, n, . . . , 2n − 2 if and only if the matrix is singular; the algorithm will exit at 2n − 1 if and only if the
matrix is non-singular.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 6, the algorithm will exit at 2n− 1 if H is non-singular.
Now suppose that the algorithm exits at 2n−1. Then H2n will be formed by adding a row to H2n−1,
which will be H itself, and we have
H2n =

H2n−1
yT

=

H
yT

,
so that
H = H2n−1 =
 a0 . . . aL2n−1−1... . . . ...
a2n−1−L2n−1 . . . a2n−2
 .
Thenwe see that L2n−1 = n, henceH is L2n−1×L2n−1, and thus non-singular by the proof of Lemma2
(respectively, Lemma 17) in (Kaltofen and Yuhasz, 2006; Yuhasz, 2009). 
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3. Counting singular Hankel matrices
LetHn×n denote the set of all n× n Hankel matrices. We define maps
ϕ : Hn×nnon-singular → Hn×nsingular
[a0, . . . , ak, . . . , a2n−2] → [a0, . . . , ak−1, a′k, ak+1, . . . , a2n−2]
and
ψ : Hn×nsingular → P (Hn×nnon-singular)
[a0, . . . , ak, . . . , a2n−2] →
[a0, . . . , ak−1, a′k, ak+1, . . . , a2n−2]  a′k ∈ Fq \ {ak}
in the following way: we run the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm on the list of entries associated with
a Hankel matrix H , and we let k be maximal such that Lk < n and k − Lk + 1 = n (i.e., Hk is a proper
submatrix of columns ofH). Because Lk < n,Hk+1 will exitH if and only ifH is singular;Hk+1 will have
Lk+1 > Lk columns (and remain a submatrix of H) if and only if H is non-singular.
We may factor H as

Hk hk B
 =
 a0 . . . aLk−1 aLk B... . . . ... ...
ak−Lk . . . ak−1 ak

=
 y
T
0 aLk
B... ...
yTk−Lk ak

where Bmay be empty, and Hkλk − hk = (0, 0, . . . , 0, yTk−Lkλk − ak)T .
We will have H non-singular if and only if yTk−Lkλk ≠ ak, again by the proof of Lemma 2
(respectively, Lemma 17) in (Kaltofen and Yuhasz, 2006; Yuhasz, 2009) , so we define
ϕ(H) = [a0, . . . , ak−1, yTk−Lkλk, ak+1, . . . , a2n−2].
Similarly, if H is singular (so that yTk−Lkλk = ak), then changing ak to any other value will result in
a non-singular matrix, so we define
ψ(H) = [a0, . . . , ak−1, a′k, ak+1, . . . , a2n−2]  a′k ≠ ak.
Lemma 8. Given H ∈ Hn×nsingular, ϕ

ψ(H)
 = H.
Proof. Given H ∈ Hn×nsingular, say H = [a0, . . . , a2n−2], we run the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm on the
list of entries of H to get
ψ(H) = [a0, . . . , ak−1, a′k, ak+1, . . . , a2n−2]  a′k ≠ ak.
If we run the Berlekamp/Massey algorithmonψ(H), thenHi, hi andλi will agree for i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
and we will have yTk−Lkλk = ak ≠ a′k. By the discussion of ϕ above, we will have
ϕ

ψ(H)
 = [a0, . . . , ak−1, yTk−Lkλk, ak+1, . . . , a2n−2]
= [a0, . . . , ak−1, ak, ak+1, . . . , a2n−2]
= H
as proposed. 
Lemma 8 immediately implies that if H ≠ H¯ inHn×nsingular, then ψ(H) ∩ ψ(H¯) = {∅}: if a matrix ¯¯H
were in the intersection, then we would have H = ϕ( ¯¯H) = H¯ , a contradiction.
We now use these maps to count singular n × n Hankel matrices, allowing a collection of entries
to be fixed to prescribed values.
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Definition 9. Given an n× n Hankel matrix [a0, . . . , a2n−2], we define
L = (Lind, Lval) = ([i1, . . . , ik], [α1, . . . , αk])
(where k ≤ 2n − 1) to represent fixed entries in H , where aij is fixed to αj. When counting singular
Hankel matrices over Fq, we let ai vary over Fq if i ∉ Lind. We will letHn×nL denote the set of Hankel
matrices with entries fixed according to L. Note that card(Hn×nL ) = q2n−1−k.
Theorem 10 (General Count). The number of singular n×n Hankel matrices with entries fixed according
to L (as in Definition 9), where either Lind ⊆ {0, . . . , n− 1} or Lind ⊆ {n− 1, . . . , 2n− 2}, is equal to
σ(n, q, L) =

q2n−2−k, if n− 1 ∉ Lind
or if n− 1 ∈ Lind with some
other j ∈ Lind and αj ≠ 0
q2n−2−k − qn−2, if n− 1 ∈ Lind, αn−1 ≠ 0,
and all other αj = 0
q2n−2−k − qn−2 + qn−1, if n− 1 ∈ Lind, αn−1 = 0,
and all other αj = 0.
Proof. We first prove the counts for Lind ⊆ {0, . . . , n− 1}.
Suppose that n − 1 ∉ Lind. Given a singular Hankel matrix H ∈ Hn×nL , we run the Berlekamp/
Massey algorithm on the entries of H; the algorithm will exit at one of the entries on the bottom row
because H is singular. Note that n− 1 ∉ Lind implies that ϕ−1(H)will yield a unique set of q− 1 non-
singular Hankel matrices for every singular H ∈ Hn×nL (because there is no restriction on any entry of
the bottom row). It follows that a fraction of 1/q of the q2n−1−k matrices inHn×nL will be singular.
Next, suppose that n − 1 ∈ Lind and αj ≠ 0 for some other j ∈ Lind. We again run the Berlekamp/
Massey algorithm on the entries of a singular H ∈ Hn×nL , but nowwe have a restriction on an element
of the bottom row (i.e., an−1), which poses a problem if the algorithm exits at an−1. However, the
condition αj ≠ 0 for some j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 2} guarantees that the largest proper non-singular leading
principal submatrix will have size at least 1 × 1, so the algorithm cannot exit at an−1. Thus, the map
ϕ is defined for each non-singular H ∈ Hn×nL and is surjective , so the count follows as in the case of
n− 1 ∉ Lind.
Now suppose that n− 1 ∈ Lind, αn−1 ≠ 0, and all other αj ∈ Lval are zero. Consider the subset N of
Hn×nL where a0 = · · · = an−2 = 0; there are qn−1 such matrices, which are all non-singular because
αn−1 ≠ 0. The map ϕ is not defined on this set because the Berlekamp/Massey algorithm would exit
at an−1, and thus ϕ would attempt to change an−1 to zero, which cannot be done. The matrices in N
do not contribute to the count, so we restrict the domain of ϕ to (Hn×nL ∩Hn×nnon-singular) \ N . As above,
the condition αj ≠ 0 for some j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 2} guarantees that the map ϕ is defined for each non-
singularmatrix inHn×nL \N , and again is surjective. It follows that a fraction of 1/q of the q2n−1−k−qn−1
matrices inHn×nL \ N is singular.
Last, suppose that n − 1 ∈ Lind, αn−1 = 0, and all other αj ∈ Lval are zero. We consider
the set N from above, but now all matrices in N are singular because αn−1 = 0. Restricting ϕ to
(Hn×nL ∩Hn×nnon-singular) \ N yields the same result, so we simply add the qn−1 singular matrices in N to
the previous count.
To prove the result for Lind ⊆ {n− 1, . . . , 2n− 2}, let
Jn =

0 . . . 0 1
0 1 0
. .
. ...
1 0 0
 ∈ Fn×nq
be the ‘‘anti-identity’’ matrix. Consider the linear transformation
TJ : Hn×nL → Hn×nL′ via H → JnHJ−1n ,
which is a bijection onto its image, where L′ is the set obtained by mapping each j ∈ Lind to 2n− 2− j.
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Note that inHn×nL′ , all fixed entries are along or above the anti-diagonal, as they were in the case of
Lind ⊆ {0, . . . , n− 1}. We can therefore use the methods above to conclude the same counts inHn×nL′ .
Because TJ is a bijection onto its image (and preserves singularity/non-singularity), we conclude the
same counts forHn×nL . 
4. Counting block-Hankel matrices with block generic rank profile
Definition 11. We say that a block matrix A (of square submatrices of dimension m) of rank mr has
block generic rank profile if rank(Ak) = mk for k = 1, 2, . . . , r , where Ak is the k × k block leading
principal submatrix of A.
Lemma 12. The number of block-Hankel matrices (m × m submatrices arranged in r × r block-Hankel
form) of rank mr with block generic rank profile , denoted byHmr×mrbgrp (r), is qm
2(r−1)m−1
i=0 (qm − qi)
r .
Proof. The proof follows by induction. For the case r = 1,Hm×mblps is simply the number of non-singular
m×mmatrices over Fq, which ism−1i=0 (qm − qi).
Now let r > 1 and suppose that the (r − 1) × (r − 1) block leading principal submatrix Ar−1 is
non-singular:
H =

M0 M1 . . . Mr−2 Mr−1
M1 M2 . . . Mr−1 Mr
... . .
.
. .
. ...
...
Mr−2 Mr−1 . . . M2r−4 M2r−3
Mr−1 Mr . . . M2r−3 M2r−2
 =

Ar−1 Br−1
Cr−1 M2r−2

.
We derive conditions onM2r−3 andM2r−2 that make H non-singular. It is clear that for any choice
of M2r−3, the system Ar−1X = M2r−3 has a unique solution. We now determine conditions on the
columns ofM2r−2.
Let the columns of Br−1 be denoted b0, b1, . . . , bm−1, and the columns of M2r−2 denoted
v0, v1, . . . , vm−1, and consider the matrix
Ar−1 b0
Cr−1 v0

.
The systemAr−1x = b0 will have a unique solution x regardless of b0, and correspondingly the block
2×2matrix above will have full column rank if and only if Cr−1x ≠ v0. Thus, there are (qm−1)-many
choices for v0.
Next, suppose that we have chosen v0, . . . , vt−1 so that the matrix
Ar−1 b0 . . . bt−1
Cr−1 v0 . . . vt−1

has full column rank. Then the matrix
Ar−1 b0 . . . bt−1 bt
Cr−1 v0 . . . vt−1 vt

will have full column rank if and only if the vector (bt , vt)T is not in the span of the previous columns.
We see that if the system
Ar−1
Cr−1

x =

bt +t−1i=0 αibi
vt +t−1i=0 αivi

has a solution, then it will be unique by the non-singularity of Ar−1. Thus, for each choice of
(α0, . . . , αt−1) ∈ Ftq, there is one vector that vt must avoid, and so there are (qm − qt)-many choices
for vt . It follows that the number of suitable matricesM2r−2 is
m−1
i=0 (qm − qi).
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Combining this with the fact thatM2r−3 may be arbitrary, we see that the number of block-Hankel
matrices (with Ar−1 as themr ×mr block leading principal submatrix) that have every block leading
principal submatrix non-singular is qm
2m−1
i=0 (qm − qi)

.
Overall, it follows that there are qm
2(r−1)m−1
i=0 (qm− qi)
r block-Hankel matrices of rankmr with
block generic rank profile. 
Theorem 13. The number of block-Hankel matrices (m×m submatrices arranged in n× n block-Hankel
form) of rank mr with block generic rank profile, denoted byHmn×mnbgrp (r), is equal to
Hmn×mnbgrp (r) =

qm
2r
 m−1
i=0
(qm − qi)
r
, r < n
qm
2(r−1)
 m−1
i=0
(qm − qi)
r
, r = n.
Proof. The case r = n is proved in Lemma 12, so we assume r < n. Let H be such a matrix. Then we
can write
H =

M0 . . . Mr−1 Mr Mr+1 . . . Mn−1
... . .
. ...
...
... . .
. ...
Mr−1 . . . M2r−2 M2r−1 M2r . . . Mn+r−2
Mr . . . M2r−1 M2r M2r+1 . . . Mn+r−1
... . .
. ...
...
... . .
. ...
Mn−1 . . . Mn+r−2 Mn+r−1 Mn+r . . . M2n−2

=

Ar Br
DCr+1 M2r... ...
Cn Mn+r−1
 ,
where Ar is non-singular. It is clear that for any choice of M2r−1, the system ArX = Br has a unique
solution.
Let the columns of Br be denoted b0, b1, . . . , bm−1, and similarly let the columns of
[MT2r . . . MTn+r−1]T be denoted v0, v1, . . . , vm−1. As in the proof of Lemma 12, consider the matrix
Ar b0
Cr+1 v0

.
The system Arx = b0 will have a unique solution x regardless of b0, and correspondingly the block
2 × 2 matrix above will have rank mr if and only if Cr+1x = v0. The matrix H must have rank mr , so
we see that v0 is predetermined.
Next, suppose that
Ar b0 . . . bt−1
Cr+1 v0 . . . vt−1

has rankmr . Then the matrix
Ar b0 . . . bt−1 bt
Cr+1 v0 . . . vt−1 vt

will have rank mr if and only if the vector (bt , vt)T is in the span of the previous columns , which is
equivalent to (bt , vt)T being in the span of the firstmr columns. Given any bt , we see that the system
Ar
Cr+1

x =

bt
vt

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will have at most one solution, by the non-singularity of Ar . There is a unique choice of vt that will
make the system solvable: we set vt to Cr+1x, where x is the unique solution to Arx = bt . Thus, vt is
predetermined. It follows thatM2r , . . . ,Mn+r−1 are predetermined.
Moreover,Mn+r , . . . ,M2n−2 are predetermined, a fact thatwas corrected by an anonymous referee.
To see why, note that the first mr columns of H form a basis for the column space of H . If we denote
the columns of D by d0, d1, . . . , dn−r−1, then the matrix
Ar Br
d0
Cr+1 M2r
...
...
Cn Mn+r−1

will have rank mr if and only if d0 is in the span of the first m(r + 1) columns of H , which equals the
span of the firstmr columns of H . By the non-singularity of Ar , the resulting column relation would be
unique, so the lastm entries of d0 (i.e., the first columnofMn+r ) are predetermined. The sameargument
follows inductively for every column of D, so that each ofMn+r , . . . ,M2n−2 is predetermined.
Because onlyM2r−1 may be arbitrary, it follows that H is one of
qm
2(r−1)
 m−1
i=0
(qm − qi)
r
· qm2 = qm2r
 m−1
i=0
(qm − qi)
r
many matrices. 
For the case m = 1, Theorem 13 implies that the number of n × n Hankel matrices (with entries
from Fq) of rank r with generic rank profile is
Hn×nbgrp(r) =

qr(q− 1)r , r < n
qr−1(q− 1)r , r = n.
We can compare this to the result in (Kaltofen and Lobo, 1996), which states that the number of
n× n Toeplitz matrices (with entries from Fq) of rank r with generic rank profile is
Nr =

q2n−2

1− 1q
2
1− q−1
q2
r−1
, 0 < r < n
q2n−1

1− 1q

1− q−1
q2
n−1
, r = n.
We have investigated the properties of block-Hankel matrices, but we do not know explicit
formulas for how many block-Hankel matrices are singular (with or without certain blocks fixed).
Presented beloware somebrute-force counts for the number of singular block-Hankelmatrices (m×m
submatrices arranged in n× n block-form, with entries from Fq).
m n q Singular/Total
2 2 2
2704
4096
=
24 · 132
212
2 2 3
226881
531441
=
34 · 2801
312
2 3 2
701440
1048576
=
210 · 5 · 137
220
3 2 2
93790208
134217728
=
213 · 1072
227
2 2 5
58080625
244140625
=
54 · 19 · 67 · 73
512
2 4 2
180158464
268435456
=
216 · 2749
228
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